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FOREWORD
/
This report was prepared by Grumman Aerospace Corporation for the Johnson Space
Center of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. The work was done
under Contract NAS 9-12801 and was administered by the Thermal Technology Branch
of the Structures and Mechanics Division, with Mr. J. Janney serving as Technical
Monitor.
The work was performed from June 1972 to October 1973 under the direction of
Mr. R. Haslett, program manager and Mr. J. Alario as project engineer. A major
contribution was made by Mr. R. Prager in thermal analysis. Contributions were
also made by Mr. J. Fiorello in structural design, Mr. E. Leszak in manufacturing
methods and Mr. H. Coverly in fabrication. A special tribute is also given to
Mr. R. Hembach for his help during the assembly and testing of the heat pipe systems.
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ABSTRACT
Three heat pipe (HP) thermal control systems designed for possible space shuttle
applications were built and tested under this program. They are: (1) a HP aug-
mented cold rail, (2) a HP/phase change material (PCM) modular heat sink and
(3) a HP radiating panel for compartment temperature control. The HP augmented
cold rail is similar to a standard two-passage fluid cold rail except that it contains
an integral, centrally located HP throughout its length.. The central HP core helps
to increase the local power density capability by spreading concentrated heat inputs
over the entire rail. The HP/PCM modular heat sink system consists of a diode HP
connected in series to a standard HP that has a PCM canister attached to its mid-
section. It is designed to connect a heat source to a structural heat sink during
normal operation, and to automatically decouple from it and sink to the PCM when-
ever structural temperatures are too high. The HP radiating panel is designed to
conductively couple the panel feeder HPs directly to a fluid line that serves as a
source of waste heat. It is a simple strap-on type of system that requires no inter-
nal or external line modifications to distribute the heat to a large radiating area.
This report describes the design details and presents the test results for each of
the HP systems and their components. The test results support the feasibility of
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The heat pipe (HP) is an extremely efficient device for transferring heat with very
little temperature drop. Using the processes of evaporation, vapor transport, con-
densation and return by capillary action, a working fluid transfers heat within a
sealed container. In addition to superior thermal performance, HPs have no moving
parts, require no electrical power, do not generate noise or vibration, and can be
made self-regulating. These are features that make HPs attractive for long-life,
high reliability thermal control applications that are frequently needed on space-
craft.
Hardware developed for recent engineering applications of HP technology represents
significant advances in the thermal control field (Ref 1, 2 and 3) and flight experi-
ments have demonstrated the ability of HPs to operate predictably in space (Ref 4
and 5). A 1972 evaluation of possible HP applications for the space shuttle orbiter
(Ref 6) identified six HP systems as viable alternatives to the corresponding base-
line thermal control systems.
Based on these advances and the potential benefits of HPs, a program was initiated
by the Johnson Space Center to develop and test prototype hardware for three of the




The main objective of the program was to determine the feasibility of three HP
thermal control systems by developing prototype hardware and demonstrating its
thermal performance under shuttle-type environments. The following three HP
systems were evaluated:
• HP/phase change material (PCM) modular heat sink
• HP radiating panel for compartment temperature control
• HP augmented cold rail
The development sequence for each of the three HP thermal control system con-
sisted of three phases: (1) detailed design, (2) thermal bench testing of the compo-
nent HPs, and (3) thermal tests of the assembled system. In addition, after the
initial bench tests, a representative HP from each system was subjected to a vibra-
tion loading equivalent of 100 shuttle missions and rechecked to determine if any per-
formance degradation had occurred.
All of the HPs were of spiral artery design with fine circumferential wall grooves to
provide superior performance and facilitate ground testing. Spiral artery pipes
readily self-prime in a 1-g field, thus minimizing puddling effects and sensitivity
to gravity. The fine wall grooves improve the internal film heat transfer coeffi-
cients thereby minimizing the overall temperature drop across the heat pipe.
HP/PCM Modular Heat Sink
The modular heat sink system provides a self-regulating heat sink for cold-plate-
mounted equipment located outside a spacecraft pressure shell. It was designed to
limit the temperature of a simulated equipment baseplate to 160°F, with a con-
tinuous 40-watt power dissipation and a varying structural sink temperature. The
system consists of a diode HP connected in series to a standard transport HP that
has a phase change material (PCM) canister attached to its midsection. During
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normal operation (structure temperature between -40°F and 110°F) the baseplate is
coupled directly to the structural sink via the transport and diode HP connection.
When the structure becomes too hot to function as an acceptable sink, the diode re-
verses and the baseplate is connected to the PCM sink.
Each component HP was successfully bench tested before being incorporated into the
system. The diode's forward-mode capacity varied between 20 and 60 watts, de-
pending on sink temperature and it quickly shut off when its condenser temperature
was raised above its evaporator temperature. There was also little apparent per-
formance degradation resulting from the vibration loadings. The transport HP de-
monstrated a 150-watt capability with an 80-watt-hour storage capacity for its PCM
canister. . —
The system test results for the normal steady state mode verified a 40-watt capa-
city over a -40 to 110°F operating range, while holding the simulated equipment
baseplate to less than 140T. Transient operation (PCM melting) was successfully
demonstrated in both 1-g ground tests and a 3-g centrifuge test that duplicated the
entry inertia field.
HP Radiating Panel
The HP radiating panel represents a simple method for utilizing available fluid waste
heat sources to supply energy for on-orbit thermal control of shuttle compartments.
It is part of an integrated thermal control system concept for coupling areas that
require cooling, with those areas that need additional heat to maintain acceptable
temperatures. In this case, the waste heat source is hydraulic fluid and the radiat-
ing panel is typical of one that could be used to maintain a -20°F minimum tempera-
ture for the main landing gear compartment. The panel consists of six feeder HPs
and a radiating fin. The interface between the HP panel and the hydraulic line is a
simple clamp-on connection that requires no internal or external fluid, line modifi-
cations.
Each feeder HP was bench tested to at least 150 watts at . 5-in. adverse tilt. One
of the pipes was tested in both a straight and L-shaped configuration with no detect-
able difference in performance. However, postvibration tests indicated that the
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artery had been damaged, as witnessed by decreased heat transport capacity and
increased temperature difference between evaporator and condenser. But perform-
ance was still within acceptable limits.
After assembly, the HP radiating panel was tested in a thermal vacuum chamber
that had controllable termperature cold walls. The results of these system tests
proved that a HP radiating panel can be used to extract waste heat from a fluid line,
through a simple mechanical bolted connection that has minimum impact on the
fluid system. In general, the HP panel extracted between 50 and 120 watts from the
hydraulic fluid, with a 60 to 90aF inlet, and rejected it to the -40 to OeF enclosure.
HP Augmented Cold Rail
Placing the HP in the center of a simple fluid rail, surrounded by the two standard
fluid passages, increases the rails local power density, capability by diffusing
localized heat inputs over the entire length of rail.
A 24-in. long cold rail was built and tested using a water HP, to meet non-toxiciiy
requirements, and provide high performance. All heat pipe components were made
of copper and treated with an Ebonol-C coating to enhance the wettability of the sur-
faces. The copper tube, which formed the envelope of the heat pipe, was force fitted
into an aluminum extrusion that made up the main body of the rail. During bench
tests, the water HP demonstrated a 350-watt postvibration capacity — presenting
a slight degradation from earlier bench tests.
For system testing, aluminum heater plates were bolted to the flanges of the cold
rail to simulate the interface with flange-mounted equipment boxes. Test results
demonstrated that an equipment flange root temperature of 140°F can be maintained
with localized power dissipation as high as 45 watts/in, (over 2 in.) while the re-
mainder of the rail receives 6 watts/in. With the HP rendered non-operational,
results showed only marginal performance degradation — a flange root temperature
rise of only 4°F. This small difference in performance was not due to the HP — it
worked properly; but was due to the basic design of the cold rail which did not take
full advantage of the HP's capability.
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Section 3
HP/PCM MODULAR HEAT SINK SYSTEM
The HP/PCM modular heat sink system is designed to provide autonomous thermal
control of electrical power dissipating equipment located in remote portions of the
shuttle vehicle, outside of the pressure shell. It eliminates long fluid cooling lines,
with their inherent installation and leak problems.
The system couples the electronics base plate (heat source), via HPs, to either a
structural or PCM heat sink, as required. During most phases, heat would normally
be transferred to the structure, but, when the structure is at a high temperature,
the pipes decouple from the structure and utilize the PCM sink for equipment cooling.
As shown in Fig. 3-1, the HP/PCM modular heat sink consists of a cold plate which
interfaces with electronics, a transport HP whose evaporator is integral with the
cold plate, a PCM container attached to the middle of the transport pipe, and a diode
HP that connects the transport pipe to the structure. During boost and the entire
on-orbit operation, the baseplate is coupled directly to the structural sink (average
temperature -40°F to +110°F) through the transport and diode HP connection. During
entry, the structure becomes too hot to function as a sink (T =» 200°F) and the diode
reverses, decoupling the structure from the transport pipe. This creates an isolated
system consisting of the base plate, transport HP and PCM container with the heat
flow path terminating at the PCM. When the structure cools, the diode once again




















- Operating heat load = 40 watts
- Maximum simulated equipment baseplate temperature = 160°F
- Simulated structure temperature range - -40 to 110°F
- Overall length = 40 to 60 in.
• Diode HP
- Maximum operating load = 80 watt @ 80°F
- Reverse heat flow ^ 2 watts
- Condenser temperature range between -40 and 100 "F
• Transport HP
- Maximum evaporator temperature = 160°F
- Operating load =40 watts
• PCM Canister
- Storage capacity = 80 watt-hours
- PCM melt range between 120 and 140°F
In addition, the system was required to function (reflux mode) in a 3-g inertia! en-
vironment with a 200eF structural sink, to simulate shuttle entry conditions.
All attachments and couplings were to be made through realistic interfaces. At the
heat source, this was done by attaching electrical heater ribbon to one face of an
aluminum plate (simulated equipment baseplate) and bolting the other face to the
flanged evaporator section of the transport HP. At the sink, the flanged condenser
of the diode HP was bolted to a heavy-gauge aluminum cold plate to simulate the
attachment to structure.
3.1.2 Diode HP
Figure 3-2 shows the overall configuration and design details for the diode HP. The
diode has 6 in. long evaporator and transport sections and an. 8-in. long condenser






























are machined from standard aluminum extrusions; a flanged .333-in. ID section for
the evaporator and a flanged . 500-in. ID section for the condenser/reservoir.
The diode HP, which acts as the on/off switch for the system, operates on the liquid
blockage principle, wherein the diode stops functioning as a normal HP when excess
fluid held in the reservoir at the condenser end is released and transported to the
evaporator. At the evaporator, the excess fluid fills the vapor space and 'chokes'
the pipe. The reservoir is sized to hold sufficient fluid to completely block the
vapor space throughout the evaporator and transport sections. To test diode opera-
tion in a 1-g environment, it is necessary to restrict the vapor space gap to a dimen-
sion that will self-fill under surface tension forces.
To minimize heat flow from the condenser to the evaporator during the shutoff mode,
a low thermal conductivity (low-k) section is built into the transport section. The
low-k section consists of a . 333-in. ID stainless steel tube press fitted into an alu-
minum outer envelope which is welded to the evaporator and condenser sections.
The aluminum sleeve is necked down to a . 007-in. wall thickness and then over-
wrapped with fiberglass to strengthen it. The total thermal conductance of the sec-
tion is calculated to be . 00955 watt/*F which gives a . 73-watt reverse mode heat
flux for the design AT of 77 "F.
The conventional liquid blockage design (Ref 7) calls for normal HP operation at a
single operating temperature, or, at worst, over a very restricted temperature
range. In contrast, the.diode in the modular heat sink system must operate over a
relatively wide, 150*F, operating range. Because of this, its reservoir actually
functions more as an expansion chamber to accommodate excess fluid not needed
during normal HP operation at the upper end of the temperature range (110CF). Due
to expansion and contraction of ammonia, a 100% charge at one temperature results
in an overfill condition at higher temperatures and an underfill condition at lower
ones. Because of the nearly 2-gram variation in the theoretically optimum charge
over the operating temperature range (see Fig. 3-3), no additional fluid charge is
needed to insure a blocked vapor space in the reverse mode. The needed fluid is
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The design details contained in Fig. 3-2 are summarized below:
Envelope
• Material = Aluminum 6061-T6




• Grooves: circumferential, 150/in.
• Working fluid = ammonia (charge = 16. 6 grams)
Wick
The diode uses a spiral artery/tunnel wick with three retainer legs. It is designed
to provide a .014-in. vapor gap (evaporator and transport sections) between the
artery OD and the pipe wall to permit self-filling during reverse mode operation in
1-g. The vapor gap in the condenser section is larger (. 10 in.) to preclude inadvert-
ent surface tension priming of the condenser vapor space during the normal operating
mode.
The reservoir wick uses spiral wraps of 100/100 mesh screening with a ,020-in. gap
between spirals. This provides small enough capillaries to insure that any excess
fluid will accumulate in the reservoir section and not in the condenser vapor space.
The reservoir gap is also larger than the . 010-in. gap in the main artery to avoid
trapping and holding fluid inventory that belongs in the working artery. Communi-
cation between the main artery and the reservoir is provided by extending one of the
artery legs and spot welding it to the outer wrap of the reservoir screening.
e Material = 100/100 mesh stainless steel screen
• Artery OD = . 297 in.
• Tunnel Core Dia. = . 125 in.
• Vapor Space =.014 in. (evaporator, transport)
.100 in. (condenser)
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• Spiral Gap = .020 in. (reservoir), .010 in. (main artery)
• Retainer legs = 3
The major diode components are shown before assembly in Fig. 3-4. The condenser
section of the artery showing the connection to the screened reservoir is given in
Fig. 3-5.
Predicted Performance
The predicted heat transport capacity of the diode in the normal operating mode
varies from 40 to 85 watts over its -40 to 110°F operating temperature range. (See
Fig..3-6.)
3.1.3 Transport Heat Pipe
The transport HP uses ammonia as the working fluid, a circumferentially grooved
extruded aluminum envelope and a spiral artery/tunnel wick. The evaporator and
condenser sections are formed from flanged aluminum extrusions. The midsection
of the HP contains the PCM canister and is joined to the flanged end-sections by
seam welds.
The design details for the transport HP are given in Fig. 3-7 and are summarized
below:
Envelope
• Material = Aluminum 6061-T6
• ID = . 500 in.
0 OD = . 625 in.
• Lengths
- evaporator = 7 in.
- condenser = 6 in.
- PCM Canister = 20.6 in.
- Adiabatic Sections (2) = 4 in. each
- Overall = 41. 6 in.
• Grooves: circumferential, 150/in.









Fig. 3-4 Diode HP Assembly
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Fig. 3-6 Diode HP Predicted Normal Mode Performance
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HEAT PIPE ASSEMBLY :
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Fig. 3-7 Transport HP and PCM Container




• Material . = 100/100 mesh stainless steel screen
• Artery OD = . 313 in.
• Retainer OD = . 328 in.
• Tunnel Core Dia. = . 093 in.
• Spiral Gap =.010 in.
• Retainer Legs = 3
Predicted Performance .
The predicted capacity of the transport HP, based on a 100% fluid charge at each opera-
ting temperature, varies from 501 watts to 162 watts over a -20 to 140°F range. (See Fig-
ure 3-8.) However, to achieve a 100% fill at all temperatures an excess fluid reservoir
is needed to accommodate fluid expansion at higher-than-fill-point operating temperatures.
Due to the expansion and contraction of the working fluid in a normal HP (without an
excess-fluid reservoir), a 100% fill at a given temperature results in an overfill con-
dition at higher temperatures and an underfill at lower temperatures. For the over-
fill condition, excess fluid would accumulate at the colder condenser end, occupy
some of the vapor space and effectively block off a portion of the condenser. The
length of condenser which would be blocked depends on the condenser vapor space
volume and the amount of excess fluid. On the other hand, a fluid deficiency caused
by a fluid contraction would result in a degraded heat transfer capacity due to a
partially starved wick. The tunnel would be the first to lose its fluid while the spiral
remains completely filled. The fluid lost by the tunnel serves to replenish the spiral
portion of the artery as the temperature decreases. This situation would prevail un-
til the spiral needs more fluid than what is available. At this point the capacity of the
spiral degrades with decreasing temperature due to its underfilled condition.
Figure 3-9 shows the charge requirements (for a 100% fill) as a function of operating
temperature for the transport HP. The charge needed to fill only the spiral portion
of the artery (tunnel empty) is also shown. There is a 6.2-gram variation in re-
quired charge between temperature extremes. By selecting the fill point at 75°F
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Fig. 3-9 Transport HP Required NHg Charge vs Temperature
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without the need for an excess fluid reservoir. This is illustrated in Figure 3-10
where curve (B) shows the predicted capacity and accounts for degraded performance
at the underfilled conditions (below 75°F).
-Between 40 and 75°F, the tunnel is empty but the spiral is completely filled. Below
40°F, the capacity of the spiral degrades with decreasing temperature in the manner
shown in curve (A), which shows the capacity degradation of the spiral as a percent-
age of the 100% fill value. With both the spiral and tunnel filled (75 to 140°F), the
capacity varies from 287 watts to 165 watts. When only the spiral portion is filled
(40 to 75°F) the capacity varies between 178 watts and 142 watts. When operating
with a partially filled spiral the capacity falls from 178 watts (at 40°F) to 65 watts
at -20°F.
At points above 75°F, a proportional length of the 6-in. condenser section will be
blocked, up to a maximum of 2.15 in. which occurs at 140°F. However, the maximum
permissible blocked length is 4.48 in.— a condition that would result in a 25 watt/in. 2
power density (the self-imposed design limit) at the required 40-watt heat load.
The transport heat pipe/PCM assembly is shown in Fig. 3-11.
3.1.4 PCM Canister
Design details for a PCM canister with an 80 watt-hour storage capacity and a PCM
melt range between 120 and 140°F are contained in Fig. 3-7.
The basic canister design uses . 016-in. thick circular aluminum fins (10 fins/in.)
that are brazed to the OD of the transport HP and serve to insure uniform heat trans-
fer within the PCM by providing highly conductive transfer paths. This is necessary
because PCM's have very low thermal conductivities, which would result in very
steep temperature gradients at the HP wall. The circular fins contain notches and
holes to allow even distribution of the PCM within the canister. They also serve as
conduits for the internal thermocouple instrumentation. In addition, the fin surface
is dimpled to increase the effective area in contact with the PCM.
The PCM itself is myristic acid, a mild organic acid, with a melting point of 135°F
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Fig. 3-11 Transport HP/PCM Assembly
Fig. 3-12 PCM Fin Assembly
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melt temperature that was. low enough to keep the equipment baseplate temperature
below its maximum design value and yet high enough to exceed the vapor tempera-
ture of the transport HP during normal operation. Appendix B contains the method
used to determine the canister size and the number of fins/in.
Figure 3-12 shows the PCM fin assembly after the aluminum fins were brazed to the
center portion of the transport HP but before the flanged end sections were seam
welded on.
3.2 COMPONENT BENCH TEST RESULTS
Thermal bench tests were conducted for each component HP to verify acceptable per-
formance before being incorporated into the modular heat sink system. The diode
HP was also subjected to vibration loadings equivalent to 100 shuttle missions and
then rechecked to determine the resulting performance degradation.
3.2.1 Diode HP
Figure 3-13 shows the setup and instrumentation of the diode during bench testing.
It was instrumented with 16 copper/constantan thermocouples; the thermocouple
numbers correspond to those used during the system testing. During the normal
HP mode (forward mode) testing, heat was applied to the evaporator flange using
nichrome heater ribbon and coolant fluid was supplied to the structural sink simula-
tor (cold plate) attached to the condenser flange. Water was used as the coolant for
the moderate sink temperatures (55°F to 110°F) and Freon-12 refrigerant for sink
temperatures below 55°F. For reverse mode testing (diode 'off'), the cold plate
was drained of fluid and heat was applied to the condenser flange using nichrome
heater ribbon that was attached to it. Armaflex rubber insulation was used to in-
sulate the diode from its surroundings.
The diode was first tested in the forward mode at various heat loads, sink tempera-
tures and adverse tilts to determine its performance characteristics. Adverse tilt
is defined as the height of the bottom point of the evaporator above the bottom point
of the condenser section. With adverse tilt, the returning condensate must be
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condenser ("favorable tilt") the condensate return is assisted by the force of gravity.
After forward mode testing, heat was applied to the condenser flange to determine
the reverse-mode temperature profile. Both forward- and reverse-mode bench tests
were conducted before and after vibration testing to establish the effects of mission
level vibration loads on thermal performance. Details of the vibration testing are
given in Appendix A.
The first series of diode bench checks was terminated due to an undercharged con-
dition - 14.5 grams of ammonia - was not enough to completely block the transport
section during reverse mode operation. Operation in the forward mode was also
below par as demonstrated by premature burnout (« 33 watts) at moderate tempera-
ture (55°F). However, it was able to hold 51 watts at a vapor temperature of 109°F.
Capacity at lower temperature («*> -10°F) was limited to about 20 watts.
The diode was recharged with 16.4 grams of ammonia and the tests repeated. The
additional charge completely blocked the transport section during the reverse mode.
Capacity during the normal operating mode was increased to about 50 watts for
moderate to high temperature (55 to 110°F). However, at slightly higher loads, the
pipe failed to function properly as witnessed by excessively high A Ts between the
evaporator and condenser sections. It did not burnout in the conventional manner,
with one of the evaporator thermocouples increasing in temperature at an alarming
rate. Instead, the entire evaporator section increased in temperature and held at
a higher level; the final evaporator temperature being a direct function of the heat
load. Each increase in heat load brought a higher evaporator temperature and
a greater A T between evaporator and condenser.
When these higher heat loads were applied, as step functions, the diode functioned
as a proper HP for a short while. However, after a few minutes the evaporator
section separated from the condenser and the excessively large A Ts were re-
established. This behavior is indicative of a non-wetting surface, therefore the
charge was dumped and the HP flushed to wash out any impurities that might be
present. After three ammonia flush charges, the pipe was recharged with 16.6
grams of ammonia and bench testing was resumed. There was no noticeable dif-
ference in forward mode performance from the previous test.
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The bench test results for the last test series (see Fig. 3-14) show that a 40-watt
capacity is achieved in the 55 to 105°F vapor temperature range with a flange-to-
flange A T of less than 10°F. The lowest temperature (-10eR) test point shows a
13-watt capacity although a 20-watt capacity was achieved during earlier tests and
can be expected. Figure 3-15 shows conductance as a function of vapor temperature
and Fig. 3-16 shows the temperature profile through the diode during reverse mode
operation. Complete blockage of the low-k transport section was established.
All diode testing was done with a charge valve on the condenser end of the pipe.
Since the valve and its associated tubing can hold 2-3 grams of ammonia, it was
assumed that the valve retained some charge at the lower temperatures, resulting in
an undercharged condition in the working sections of the pipe. Performance degrada-
tion of an undercharged HP is especially pronounced at low temperatures because of
the increased fluid density i.e., a greater mass of ammonia is required to completely
fill the void within the artery at lower temperatures. The probable performance
degradation due to the presence of the valve, coupled with acceptable performance
at moderate to high temperatures led to the decision to continue through the develop-
ment test cycle. The diode was pinched off, vibration tested, and rechecked.
Post-vibration thermal bench testing showed no noticeable performance degradation
in either operating mode. (See Fig. 3-17.) Reasonable temperature drops were
produced at moderate temperatures (55-110°F sink) for the 40 watt design load
and somewhat poorer performance was noted at the coldest sink temperature.
Detailed data sheets for the diode thermal bench tests are contained in Appendix C.
3.2.2 Transport HP/PCM Canister
Figure 3-18 shows the instrumentation of the transport HP/PCM canister assembly
during bench testing. It was instrumented with 24 copper/constantan thermocouples,
12 of which were within the PCM canister. Heat was applied to the evaporator sec-
tion by heating the back of the simulated equipment baseplate; and was removed from
the condenser by either a water spray bath (first test series) or a circulating-fluid
cold plate that was clamped to it (second test series). Three inches of expanded
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Bench tests were.run with the system in a steady-state (straight-through) operating
mode and a transient mode wherein the heat sink was the attached PCM canister.
It was necessary to run two identical series of bench tests because of a faulty pinch-
off after the first series was completed. This required the installation of a new
pinch-off tube and another bake out and charge cycle for the heat pipe. At first the
pipe was retested with only 30.5 grams of charge (2 grams less than the original
charge) and it was impossible to get a capacity greater than 80 watts - an unacceptable
value considering the 150-watt maximum obtained in the first series. Before the HP
was recharged with 32.5 grams of ammonia, a leaky fitting on the charging station
was replaced. The HP's performance with this final 32.5 gram charge (see Fig.
3-19) showed a marked improvement compared with the initial 32.5-gram charge.
This difference might have been the result of non-condensible gases being admitted
into the pipe during the initial 32.5 gram charging operation. At 1/4-in. tilt, maxi-
mum capacity was increased from 150 to 430 watts which is proof that the artery
tunnel was not primed in the first case. The temperature differences between the
evaporator and condenser sections were also improved due to the reduction in liquid
film thickness at the walls when the central core of the artery fills with fluid. (See
Fig. 3-20). . .
During the second series of tests, the condenser sink was changed from a shielded
spray bath to a fluid cold plate clamped onto the flanged condenser section of the pipe.
The cold plate method was an improvement in the component test setup since it
represented the type of condenser interface used during system tests.
The transient series of tests proved very successful and demonstrated the 80 watt-
hour heat capacity of the PCM canister. Figure 3-21 shows the transient test results
when the pipe was loaded with 40 and then 80 watts. In each case, a distinctive melt
region is detectable between 127° and 131°F. This is at variance with the 135"F melt
temperature for myristic acid which is published in the literature. The slight differ-
ence should not adversely affect overall system performance. On the contrary, lower-
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The circumferential fins within the PCM canister proved highly efficient since
temperature variations within the canister were less than 2°F during the time it
was being loaded. The behavior of the canister during unloading to an 80°F sink
(cold plate with 80°F circulating water) can be seen in Fig. 3-22. The portion of the
canister farthest from the sink unloaded at a slightly slower rate than the portion
closest to the sink but for all practical purposes, the canister can be considered to
behave as a single lumped parameter. The entire cooldown period was less than
30 minutes.
Detailed data sheets for the transport HP thermal bench tests are contained in
Appendix D.
3. 3 SYSTEM TEST RESULTS
Figure 3-23 shows the setup and instrumentation of the modular heat sink for the
system thermal tests. The same basic instrumentation from the component bench
tests was used; a total of 40 copper/constantan thermocouples and two heater circuits,
one circuit for the simulated equipment load and one for the reverse mode condition.
The assembled system is shown in Fig. 3-24. During testing, the entire system was
encased in 2 to 3 in. of expanded polystyrene insulation to minimize heat losses.
The steady state performance of the system was determined for incremental heat in-
puts up to 40 watts and varying sink temperatures between -40°F and 110°F. A more
powerful refrigeration system was used during these tests in order to come closer to
the -40°F lower limit than was possible during the bench tests. System test points
were chosen to provide a performance map over the entire operating range in the nor-
mal mode. Transient performance (PCM melting) was obtained by raising the sink
temperature to the 200°F level and maintaining the equipment heat load. Transient
tests were run for both a static 1-g ground condition and a 3-g reflux condition using
a centrifuge.
Table 3-1 summarizes the system tests that were run. Tests 1 through 10, 11, and
12 provide system steady state temperatures with simulated equipment heat loads of
5, 15, and 40 watts and simulated structural sink temperatures of —40°F (223.2°K),





































































































*From an initial temperature of 110°F (316.5°K), the sink temperature was rapidly raised to
207° F (370.4°K), and held at that level until the PCM was completely melted. At this point,
the equipment power was cut off and the sink temperature lowered to 80° F (299. 9° K) and
held until the PCM has resolidified.
'"Centrifuge test. Heat was applied to the diode condenser, shutting off the diode pipe, and
an 80 watt load was input to the evaporator of the transport HP. Transients were
recorded at inertia! loads as high as 3g.
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to provide a performance map of the system over its entire design operating range in
the normal (PCM unmelted) mode. Sequence 13 tested the transient performance of
the PCM. From an initial temperature of 110°F (316.5°K), the sink temperature is
rapidly raised to 207°F (3,70.4°K) and held at this level until the PCM is completely
melted. An 80-watt load is used to accelerate test time. The equipment power is
then cutoff, and the sink temperature is lowered to 80°F (299.9°K) and held at this
level until the PCM resolidified. Tests 14 through 17 repeated the thermal boundary
conditions of tests 10 through 13, but with the system mounted vertically so that the
transport pipe is operating as a reflux boiler. The assembly was then placed on a
centrifuge and tested at a maximum inertial load of 3g to establish performance under
entry-level inertial loads. Heat was applied to the diode condenser so that the diode
f.
shuts off, and 80 watts of thermal energy was applied to the evaporator section of the
transport heat pipe.
Pretest predictions of system performance were made using standard thermal model-
ing techniques. Table 3-2 contains these results and lists predicted temperatures
throughout the system for the various steady state test conditions. The overall sys-
tem conductance from equipment cold plate to diode condenser was estimated as
2.9 watts/°F. The predictions reflect the following nominal system parameters:
Parameter Nominal Value
h.
 A . 1000 BTU/hr ft2 °Finterface
h 2700 BTU/hr ft2 °F
evaporator
h 3500 BTUAr ft2 °F
condenser
System test results showed that the modular heat sink system met its overall per-
formance requirements. It transmitted at least 40 watts over its -40 to 110°F oper-
ating range while holding the simulated equipment baseplate to less than 140CF. Figure
3-25 presents the normal mode test results for both the near-level condition (slight
adverse tilt) and the reflux boiler condition. It gives baseplate temperature as a
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Fig. 3-25 Modular Heat Sink System Test Results, Normal Mode
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Transient performance during the simulated entry condition (sink temperature«200°F)
is given in Fig. 3-26. The diode shut off as planned and successfully decoupled the
transport HP from the 200°F sink. Figure 3-27 shows the temperature/time history
for the equipment heater plate and PCM canister during this simulated entry. Heater
plate temperature was kept below 140°F for 50 minutes with an 82-watt heat load.
This exceeded the required 40-minute entry time and 40-watt dissipation. As can be
seen, performance is the same for both the reflux boiler mode and the near-level
mode.
Detailed data sheets for the modular heat sink system tests are contained in Appendix
E. . . ' • '
After the 1-g system tests, the modular heat sink was successfully operated in the
reflux mode while being subjected to a nominal 3-g inertial environmenti The sys-
i
tern was mounted colinearly with the radius arm of a 19-foot centrifuge. The diode
was positioned nearest the center of rotation and the evaporator of the transport HP
was fixed at the outermost point on the arm. Thus, the g-vector was directed out-
ward from the center of rotation toward the evaporator of the transport pipe. This
placed the system in a reflux operating mode. Because the size of the test specimen
(modular heat sink) was large compared with the centrifuge arm, a non-uniform g-
vector was impressed across it. The highest g-levels were at the outside radius
(transport HP evaporator) and the lowest at the inside radius (diode HP reservoir).
During the test, the actual gradient between these locations was from 3.15 g to
2.35 g while the arm rotated at 22 rpm.
An electrical noise problem was experienced during system testing. About 6 milli-
volts of noise was generated by the slip rings located on the hub of the centrifuge
while the normal copper/constantan thermocouple output was on the order of 1 to 2
millivolts. To overcome this problem, a 4-channel amplifier was used, but a prob-
lem in one of its channels limited the number of thermocouples (TCs) that could be
monitored to three: TC 1 — on the simulated equipment heater plate, TC 14 — in the
PCM canister, and TC 32 —at the condenser flange of the diode. Accuracy for the
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Fig. 3-27 Modular Heat Sink Centrifuge Test Results
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The entire modular heat sink system was insulated with 1-in. thick Armaflex foam
rubber to minimize heat losses. This insulation was much less effective than the
3-in. of expanded polystyrene that was used for the bulk of the system testing in the
laboratory. Consequently, it was necessary to increase the heater power input from
80 watts to 100 watts to offset the additional heat losses to the environment. System
heat leaks were further aggravated by the fact that the outside surface was moving at
approximately 38 ft/sec. This increased the convective coupling to the ambient. A
more elaborate insulation scheme could not be justified since it would add cost and
delay the schedule without really adding anything of significance to the test. The
test objective was to establish that the system would operate under a 3-g environment
and that was done with the system described.
Test results are presented in Fig. 3-27 which shows the temperatures of the PCM
and the heater plate (simulated equipment) as a function of time. The appearance of
a definite melt region in both curves is evidence that the modular heat sink was
operating properly. Melting of the PCM took place over an approximate 50 minute
period. The melt temperature range of the PCM as indicated by the curve is 120 to
124°F as compared with the 127 to 131°F range that was obtained during the 1-g




HEAT PIPE RADIATING PANEL
The HP radiating panel represents a simple method for utilizing available fluid waste
heat sources to supply energy for on-orbit thermal control of shuttle compartments.
It is part of an integrated thermal control system concept which couples areas that
have excess thermal energy and require cooling, with those areas that need additional
heat to maintain acceptable temperatures. In this case, the waste heat source is
hydraulic fluid and the radiating panel is typical of one that could be used to maintain
a -20T minimum temperature for the main landing gear compartment.
t
As illustrated in Fig. 4-1, the panel consists of a 4 x 4 ft radiating fin assembly
containing six L-shaped ammonia HPs. The pipes also use a spiral artery wicking
system to insure self-priming and valid ground test results. The condenser section of
each HP (long leg of L) is adhesively bonded to the radiating fin; the evaporator section
(short leg) is mechanically clamped to the OD of a stainless steel hydraulic line. This
type of system, while not the most thermally efficient, is a highly maintainable one
that has minimum impact on the hydraulics subsystem since it does not require any
internal or external fluid line modifications.
Heat is transferred from the hydraulic fluid line, through the mechanical interface and
into the evaporator sections of the panel feeder HPs. It is then distributed along the
length of the condenser sections by HP action and conducted to the radiating fin from
where it is radiated to the compartment interior.
4.1 DESIGN DETAILS
4.1.1 Requirements
The following design requirements for the HP radiating panel are based on those of the
main landing gear compartment but are generally applicable to any shuttle compartment.
Environment















• MIL-H-5606 hydraulic fluid
• 30°F to 90°F inlet
• .40 to 1.2 GPM flow rate
Eadiating Fin
• 4 ft x 4 ft
• 6 panel feeder HPs
• 1.25 watt/ft2 net heat rejection for .40 GPM, 90°F inlet, and -20°F environment
4.1.2 Feeder Heat Pipes
Figure 4-2 shows the overall configuration and design details for a panel feeder HP and
its fin subassembly. The pipe uses a standard spiral artery/tunnel wick design with
ammonia as the working fluid. Artery feeder pipes were selected over the simpler
longitudinally grooved pipes to make the panel less sensitive to the effects of gravity
and thus facilitate ground testing. Artery pipes are easily primed in 1-g and maintain
their performance characteristics at adverse tilt.
A summary of the design details follows:
Envelope
• Material = Aluminum 6061-T6
• Grooves: circumferential, 150/in.
• Working fluid = ammonia (charge = 44 grams)
Evaporator Transport Condenser
• ID, in. .430 .430 .430
e OD, in. .500 .500 .500
• Length, in. 6 3 48
Wick
• Material = 100/100 mesh stainless steel screen
• Artery/Retainer OD = .312 in.
• Tunnel Core Dia. = . 094 in.
• Spiral Gap = . 010 in.











The last 10 in. of the artery, at the evaporator end, are made from biased cut screen.
This allows the artery to bend without kinks when the feeder pipe is formed into its
L-shape. The ends of the pipe envelope are formed into hemispherical caps to preclude
interference at the mating surfaces (evaporator to fluid line saddle) that might result
from the end closure welding process.
Figure 4-3 shows the evaporator, transport and condenser sections in a bent configura-
tion. The retainer assembly, which supports the artery in the condenser and evaporator
sections is shown in Fig. 4-4.
The fin subassembly incorporates a cylindrical channel that forms a cradle for the con-
denser section of the feeder pipe. The pipe is attached to the subassembly by a
polyurethane bonding agent that permits a strong, yet flexible bond. The temperature
drop across the interface is kept small by the thin .010 to .015-in. bondline and the
relatively large heat transfer area that is available.
The theoretical capacity of the feeder HP is well above its requirement for this particular
application. Thus^ the panel can be tested at much higher load levels if desired. Figure
4-5 illustrates this by giving capacity as a function of tilt for vapor temperatures of
0°Fand60°F.
The theoretical 100% fill charge was calculated for an operating vapor temperature of
0°F —the approximate mid-range value during the system tests. At higher vapor
temperatures, such as those encountered during the bench tests, the ammonia volume
increases and results in a partially blocked condenser. For example, at a vapor
temperature of 90°F, the blocked length is calculated to be 7.4 in., or about 15% of the
48-in. condenser.
4.1.3 Panel
The actual HP radiating panel is made by riveting together six of the feeder pipe/fin
subassemblies. Details of the assembled panel are given in Fig. 4-6. The evaporator
sections of the feeder pipes are joined to the stainless steel hydraulic fluid line by
simple saddle blocks. All of the clamped interfaces are coated with thermal grease
(DC 340) to increase the interface conductance. This is especially important for the





Fig. 4-3 Feeder HP Artery
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Each fin subassembly is made of 20-mil thick 6061-T4 aluminum sheet. The radiating
surface was coated with Chemglase Z306 — a black polyurethane paint with a nominal
emittance of .9 that is easily applied and has excellent handling characteristics.
The general design features of the panel are summarized below.
• Material - Aluminum 6061-T4
• Area - 4 ft x 4 ft
• Thickness - . 020 in.
• Emittance - .9
• Heat Pipes - 6 on 8-in. pitch
Figure 4-7 shows that fin effectiveness varies between .92 and .88 for respective
variations in root temperature between -40T and 40°F. Higher values of effectiveness
are possible with thicker skin gauges, but the additional benefit is not significant. A
20 mil skin facilitates fabrication of subassemblies and results in a lighter panel.
The assembled heat pipe radiating panel, before instrumentation and painting, is shown
in Fig. 4-8. The total weight of the assembly, including clamps, saddle block and tube,
is 14.6 Ib or .91 Ib per ft2 of radiator fin area.
4.2 FEEDER HP BENCH TEST RESULTS
All feeder HPs were individually tested at a tilt of . 500-in. and a sink temperature of
55°F to verify at least a 50-watt capacity. In addition, feeder pipe no. 1 was tested at
tilts of .25, .50, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 in. in both a straight (before bending) and L-shaped
configuration. Pipe no. 1 was then vibration tested (see Appendix A) and rechecked to
determine the resulting performance degradation.
Power was applied to the pipe with an electrical ribbon heater that was circumferentially
wrapped around the 6 in. evaporator. The 4-ft long condenser section was cooled by
submerging it in a cooling trough with running tap water. Each pipe was instrumented
with 11 copper/constananthermocouples as indicated in Fig. 4-9. After installation of
the thermocouples, both the 6-in. evaporator and 3-in. transport sections were insulated
with 1-in. thick Armaflex rubber insulation. It should be noted that the evaporator
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thermocouples were influenced by their close proximity to the electrical heater and
therefore required judgement in interpretation.
Test results for pipe no. 1 show no performance degradation due to bending of the pipe.
. Figures 4-10 and 4-11 show a 230 watt capacity was achieved for both the straight and
L-shaped pipe at a ,500-in. tilt. Pre- and post-vibration test results are compared in
•
Fig. 4-11 and Fig. 4-12. These comparisons show a noticeable degradation in perform-
ance after the equivalent of 100 shuttle missions. Maximum transport capacity '
decreased by about 50% (to 145 watts at .500-in. tilt) and the temperature difference
between the evaporator and condenser sections increased (from 3°F to 6°F at 50 watts).
The decrease in capacity is attributed to an increase in effective pore radius somewhere
in the screening as a result of the severe vibration levels. The contact between the
retainer legs and the wall was also adversely affected as evidenced by the increased
AT.
Figure 4-13 summarizes the test results for all six feeder HPs and gives AT from
evaporator to condenser as a function of load. All curves are for .500-in. tilt. At
50 watts, the AT is less than 5°F for all of the HPs.
Detailed data sheets for all of the feeder HP thermal bench tests are contained in
Appendix F.
4.3 SYSTEM TEST RESULTS
The HP radiating panel was tested in a 7 x 7 ft end-loading thermal vacuum chamber
that has a cold wall which is temperature controllable from -300°F to +300°F. The
panel was suspended in the test chamber by four 3-ft long, 40-mil stainless steel wires
located at each corner of the panel. It was positioned so that the fluid line and
evaporator legs were level, while the ends of the condenser sections were 1/4 to 1/2 in.
below the ends of the evaporators. A closed:-loop hydraulic fluid system provided a
controllable inlet temperature and flow rate to the panel.
A 25-layer blanket of aluminized mylar superinsulation was used to insulate the back-
side of the radiating fin. A double 25-layer blanket was used to wrap the hydraulic
fluid line and evaporator sections to insulate them from the environment. All fluid
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Fig. 4-13 Feeder HP Bench Test Data, HPs No. 1-6
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The radiator panel was instrumented with 48 copper/constantan thermocouples.
In addition, two immersion thermocouples were used to measure the fluid inlet and
outlet temperatures and a differential millivolt reading was taken between them to
determine the fluid AT across the panel. This value along with flow rate was used to
calculate the net heat rejected from the system. A closed loop hydraulic fluid system
provided a controllable inlet temperature and flow rate. The fluid loop and radiator
installation are shown schematically in Fig. 4-14. An instrumentation diagram for the
radiating panel system test is shown in Fig. 4-15. The fluid node measurement thermo-
couples were strapped onto the hydraulic fluid line with nylon tie straps and well
insulated. The only immersion readings taken were slightly downstream of TC 1
(inlet) and upstream of TC 48 (outlet).
The assembled panel, after being instrumented and painted but before being insulated,
is shown in Fig. 4-16. Random surface emittance measurements taken with a portable
emissometer gave values ranging from .885 to .92 with most of the readings around
.90. Figure 4-17 shows the fully insulated panel suspended from the chamber support
rail awaiting insulation of the wire bundles and final alignment before being slid into the
chamber enclosure.
The basic system test plan called for measuring fluid header and HP panel temperatures
for various combinations of environment, flow rate and inlet temperature. Table 4-1
gives the test conditions that were run. They included three basic test series for -40°F ,
-20°F and 0°F cold wall temperatures. For each case, the hydraulic fluid flow rate was
varied from .40 to 1.2 gpm (in .40 increments) with inlet temperatures of 30, 60 and
90°F at each setting.
Pretest performance predictions were made by writing the heat flux equations for the
system, reducing them to a single fourth order polynomial, and solving the polynomial
expression numerically for the panel root temperature. Once the panel root temperature
is known for the specified boundary conditions, the temperatures at other points are
determined using the applicable flux equations.
For the analysis, the panel consisted of 6 identical feeder pipe/radiating fin subassem-
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hydraulic line) was analyzed separately, the system subsection is shown in schematic
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Fig. 4-18 Panel Segment Thermal Model
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The following equations describe the heat transfer paths throughout the system.
Heat Transfer from Fluid
TIN - TOUT=
 S (
Fluid to S/S Tube Wall
T - TIN OUT
I ln(TlN~TwALL ^EFFECT. \ \
S/S Tube to Saddle Block
%N ~ INTERFACE i INTERFACE I(TWALL " TBLOCK) *3*
Saddle Block to Feeder Evaporator
% = INTERFACE 2 INTERFACE 2(TBLOCK ~ TEVAP) (4)
Evaporator to HP Vapor
= h A
 (T " TEVAP EVAP EVAP VAPOR
EFFECT.
HP Vapor to Feeder Condenser
= hCOND ACOND (TVAPOR " TCONDJ
EFFECT.
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Feeder Condenser to Fin Root
%N = ^OLY APOLY (TCOND " TROOTJ *?)
For the radiation couplings:
r 4 ^
^N = °"APANEL I'f €PANEL €SINK (TROOT " TSINK) + ^INSULATION(EFFECTIVE)
(TROOT - TBACK)] (8)
* INSULATION (TROOT " TBACK) = 'BACKFACE 'SINK (TBACK " TSINK ) (9)(EFFECTIVE)
These equations were solved for T..,._.__ using the Newton-Raphson iterative technique.
Once T ,.,,„ is known, all other system unknowns are easily calculated from theKOOT
aforementioned steady -state relationships. A listing of the computer program that was
used in the analysis is contained in Appendix G.
The results of the pretest predictions for the system tests are summarized in Table
4-2 for a typical segment of the panel and in Fig. 4-19 for the system as a whole.
These predictions reflect the following nominal system parameters:
Parameter , Value (BTU/hr ft2 °F)
h , (evaporator/header) 1000interface





Also, fully developed laminar flow with a Nusselt number of 3.66 was assumed for the
hydraulic fluid in the smooth wall stainless steel tube. This is consistent with the
high Prandtl number and the very low Reynolds number («*20) of the fluid and makes
the theoretical system heat rejection rate essentially independent of flow rate.
By far the greatest portion of the temperature drop between fluid inlet and radiator fin
root takes place in the hydraulic fluid itself since it has extremely poor thermal
4-25
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Fig. 4-19 HP Radiating Panel Predicted System Performance
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conductivity that results in a low convective heat transfer film coefficient. If required,
the system's performance can be greatly improved by simply finning the tube ID.
Figure 4-20, shows the AT between fluid and fin root as a function of panel heat re-
jection to a -20°F environment for both the smooth tube case tested and a finned cold
plate modification. However, finning represents an incursion on the hydraulic system
and was groundruled out for this particular application. But its utility should still be
remembered for situations where performance is the overriding consideration.
The results of the system tests proved that the HP radiating panel can be used to
extract waste heat from a fluid line through a simple mechanical bolted connection that
has minimum impact on the fluid system. In general, the HP radiating panel extracted
between 50 and 120 watts from the hydraulic fluid, with a 60 to 90°F inlet, and rejected
it to a -40 to 0°F enclosure. All interface attachments were purely mechanical and the
hydraulic fluid line was a smooth-wall 1/2-in. OD stainless steel tube. It had no
internal finning to increase heat transfer.
The net heat rejection of the panel was determined by two methods: one based on the
measured fluid heat loss (mC AT) and the other based on the average panel fin tem-
perature and the environment. Ideally, both values should be the same, but in fact
they were not. There was a good deal of fluctuation in the digital millivolt reading of
the fluid AT across the panel during the steady state run, thus, the value recorded
represents a visual average. The panel fin temperatures on the other hand were very
stable. For this reason, the net heat rejection as determined by panel temperatures is
considered more representative of actual system performance.
Test results are summarized by representing panel heat rejection as a function of
hydraulic fluid flow rate for the various inlet and cold wall temperatures. Figure 4-21
presents the panel heat rejection based on fluid temperature measurements and shows
behavior that is far removed from predictions. That is, the heat rejection appears to
be a strong function of flow rate, which indicates definite non-laminar flow conditions.
The net heat rejection as determined from panel temperatures (see Fig. 4-22) is more
in line with predictions and variation with flow rate is slight. This supports the laminar
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and outlet connections were reversed. This caused no noticeable effect on heat
rejection; panel temperature distributions were simply reversed. Based on the panel
temperature data, system heat rejection varies from 80 to 120 watts, depending upon
the environment, for a realistic on-orbit inlet temperature of 90°F.
Table 4-3 gives the average panel fin temperatures that were calculated for each test
run. The corresponding detailed temperature data that was obtained during system
testing is contained in Appendix H.

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































HEAT PIPE AUGMENTED COLD RAIL
The HP augmented cold rail uses a HP to extend the capabilities of a conventional flight-
proven thermal control system — the fluid cold rail. Fluid cold rails were used to cool
electrical equipment onboard Apollo spacecraft and are planned for use on the shuttle.
Some of the flange-mounted electronics modules proposed for the shuttle might have heat
dissipations of 40 watts/linear in./side, a value 16 times greater than the design values
in the Apollo vehicle and exceeding the capability of the simple fluid cold rails. Using
a HP at the center of a standard rail increases the local power density capability by
diffusing the heat input over the entire length of rail. This permits high power modules
to be integrated within the same cooling circuits as more conventional equipment.
As illustrated in Fig. 5-1, the HP augmented cold rail consists of an aluminum extrusion
that contains two internally finned fluid passages surrounding a centrally positioned HP.
Plates similar to the flanges on the boxes of rack-mounted electronics are bolted to the
cold rail flanges. Heat applied to their outboard edges provides a realistic heat input
to the cold rail. Cooling is provided by pumping coolant fluid (water) through the two
fluid passages in the rail, exactly duplicating actual.operating conditions. Heat flows
from the equipment flange, across the bolted interface, and into the cold rail flange.
From there, some heat is conducted directly to the finned fluid passages and the re-




The HP augmented cold rail was designed to meet the following requirements:
• Similar in design to conventional fluid cold rails; 20 inch nominal rail length
• Compatible with state-of-the-art electronic packaging.











• Average load capacity over the entire length of the rail to be 4 watts/linear
inch/side with one fluid passage operating; 8 watts/linear inch/side with both
passages operating
/
• Maximum local rail capacity (over a two-inch section) to be 40 watts/linear
inch
• Maximum design coolant fluid inlet and outlet temperatures of 70°F and 100°F,
respectively
• Maximum cold rail total load = 320 watts
• Maximum equipment flange root temperature = 140°F
5.1.2 Design
Figure 5-2 presents the design details for the heat pipe augmented cold rail. It is
made from a simple flanged aluminum extrusion that contains three internal passages;
a central 1/2-in. diameter core for the water HP, and two 3/8-in. diameter openings
for the primary coolant fluid. The two 3/8-in. flow passages are internally finned to
enhance heat transfer to the primary coolant, which in this case is water.
Water was selected as the HP working fluid since it meets the non-toxic requirement
for use in manned areas and it has an excellent performance figure of merit. All HP
components were fabricated from copper for compatibility with water. Aluminum
could not be used because of the gas that is generated when in contact with water.
After assembly, all copper parts were treated with an Ebonol-C coating to enhance
the wettability of the surfaces and permit proper heat pipe operation. The Ebonol-C
coating process was selected because of prior experience and proven results with it.
The process has extensive industrial use and is covered in detail by military speci-
fications (MIL-F-495, Type m).
The requirement for a copper envelope for the HP made it necessary to bond a copper
tube to the aluminum extrusion in a manner that minimized the interface thermal re-
sistance. This was done by hydraulically pressurizing a snug-fitting copper tube at
13,000 psi so that it plastically deforms while elastically deforming the surrounding
aluminum. When the pressure is relieved, the aluminum behaves elastically and
clamps down around the copper tube on the way back to its original shape. A thin coat-
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The HP uses a spiral artery/tunnel wick to get high capacity and a self-priming
capability; the latter being an important feature that eliminates puddle affects and
insures valid ground test results. Fine circumferential wall grooves minimize the
. A T across the evaporator and condenser films.
A summary of the HP design details contained in Fig. 5-2 follows:
Envelope
• Material = Copper 101 (OFHC)
• OD = . 500 in.
• ID = .433 in.
• Length = 24. in.
• Grooves = circumferential, 150/inch
• Working fluid = Distilled water (charge =17.5 grams)
Wick
• Material = 100/100 mesh copper screen
• Artery OD = . 230 in.
• Tunnel core = . 07 in.
• Spiral gap =. 010 in.
• Retainer legs =3
As shown in Figure 5-3, the predicted heat transport capability of the water HP varies
from 335 watts to 540 watts over its 70°F to 100°F operating temperature range.
5.2 COMPONENT BENCH TEST RESULTS
Two HP augmented cold rails were built for this program; one to be used for the
system test and one to be a life test article. Both cold rails were given preliminary
• /
bench tests to evaluate the capabilities of the HP. In addition, the life test cold rail
was subjected to vibration loadings equivalent to 100 shuttle missions and then re-
checked to determine any performance degradation.
Figure 5-4 shows the instrumentation of a cold rail during bench testing. Twelve
copper/constantan thermocouples were used; nine on the cold rail proper, two on
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The thermocouples on the rail were placed at the root of the flange as near the HP
as possible. Bench test performance was evaluated by operating the cold rail as a
normal HP, with an evaporator section on one end and a condenser section on the
other. Electrical ribbon heaters were attached to the flanges on either side of the
HP on both upper and lower surfaces. A high velocity water spray bath was used
for condenser cooling and 1-in. thick Armalfex rubber insulation was used to insulate
the rail over the evaporator and transport sections.
Thermocouples 9 and 10 were used as an aid in purging the HP of non-condensible
gas after it was initially charged with distilled water. Under load, the readings at
these points were equal to the bath temperature if non-condensible gas was present.
Burping the pipe, by opening the charge valve to a high vacuum connection, let the
gas out. The burping procedure was repeated until the temperatures at 9 and 10 were
equal to those in the operating portion of the condenser; an indication that HP action
was present throughout the length of the cold rail and that any non-condensible gas
was no longer present.
When all of the gas was purged from the HP, the charge tube was pinched tight,
checked for leaks, cut and soldered closed. Torr seal, a high vacuum sealant, was
used to encase all soldered seals and joints as a precautionary measure. The cold
rails were then bench tested at slight adverse tilt.
Figure 5-5 presents the test results for both cold rails and shows the temperature
drop between the evaporator flange root and the condenser flange root as a function
of heat load, for two sink temperatures. The increased drop at the colder tempera-
tures is due to the increase in condensing vapor temperature drop that occurs at the
lower vapor pressures. At a sink temperature of 100°F and a heat load o'f 300 watts,
the temperature drop between the flange root s is 11°F for the life test rail and 7°F
for the system test cold rail. The slight difference between results is attributed to









































Fig. 5-5 HP Cold Rail Bench Test Data, Before Vibration
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After its initial bench test, the life test cold rail was vibration tested (see Appendix A)
and then rechecked. Figure 5-6 presents the test results for both the pre- and post-
vibration tests. It gives the temperature drop between the evaporator flange root and
the condenser flange root as a function of heat load for two sink temperatures. As the
data indicates, there has been a slight increase in the AT and decrease in the achieva-
ble QMAX- T^e increased AT is attributed to poorer contact between the retainer
legs and the pipe wall as a result of the vibration load. These loads also caused
slightly enlarged pore radii in the screen artery that resulted in the lower QMAX
values. However, the performance of the HP is still acceptable (e»320 watts at
100°F) in spite of this degradation. Again, the increased temperature drop at the
colder 55°F sink temperature is due to the increase in condensing vapor temperature
drop that occurs at the lower vapor pressures.
Detailed data sheets for the HP augmented cold rail thermal bench tests are contained
in Appendix I.
5,3 SYSTEM TEST RESULTS
Figure 5-7 shows the overall setup for the HP augmented cold rail system tests.
Cooling was supplied by a closed-loop fluid conditioning system that used ordinary tap
water and provided controllable inlet temperatures and flow rates. The instrumenta-
tion diagram for the cold rail is given in Fig. 5-8. Four separate nichrome ribbon
heater circuits were used: two for the high power density flanges at either end, and
two for the low power density flanges. A total of 36 copper/constantan thermocouples
were used to provide readings at the simulated equipment flange roots and the cold rail
flange roots. Two of the thermocouples were immersion-type, one at the fluid inlet
and the other at the outlet. During the tests, the entire rail assembly was encased
in 1 to 2 in. of Armaflex rubber insulation to minimize heat looses. A photograph of
the assembled system test article showing the heater circuits and bolted flange con-
nections is given in Fig. 5-9.
The system tests were designed to give the maximum power density capability of the
rail as a function of fluid flow rate, inlet temperature and the average loading over
the remainder of the rail. Tests were conducted both with and without the HP opera-








































































Six basic variables were considered in testing the performance of the HP augmented
cold rail:
1. Maximum local load over a 2-inch section of the rail
2. Total equipment load on the cold rail
3. Fluid inlet temperature to the cold rail
4. Fluid flow rate through the cold rail
5. Placement of the high watt-density load
6. Number of operational fluid passages.
The basic pattern consisted of providing a constant input (Q/LLOW) to most of the cold
rail flange, while one 2-in. section was loaded independently (Q/Lnigh) to simulate a
high density electronics package.
Table 5-1 summarizes the test conditions that were run. Tests 1 through 12 and 23
through 26, conducted at varying average loads, local loads, flow rates, and inlet
temperatures, were designed to establish the sensitivity of the HP-augmented cold
rail to variations in these operating parameters. The tests were performed by fixing
all of these parameters except Q/L High, and raising this latter parameter until the
HP burned out or until the simulated box flange root reached 140°F (333.2°K). The
heat flux which corresponds to the 140°F flange root is indicated by Q* in Table 5-1.
Tests 13 through 15 duplicated the conditions of tests 1-3 except that fluid was per-
mitted to flow in only one flow passage to investigate the capabilities of the rail in that
failure mode. Tests 16 through 18, conducted with the cold rail mounted vertically
and the simulated high watt density equipment location up, demonstrated the capabilities
of the cold rail with the heat pipe non-operational. Tests 19 through 22 duplicated the
inputs of tests 1 through 4 with the high watt density equipment located 'at the fluid
outlet end of the rail to establish the effect on rail performance of equipment mounting
locations.
Pretest predictions of system performance were made by using standard thermal
modeling techniques. HP isothermalizing was modeled by defining one HP vapor node
as a fixed boundary temperature node during each program iteration, and then re-
defining its temperature so that it is in thermal equilibrium with the cold rail nodes
5-17
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in contact with it. The appropriate conductance for evaporation or condensation is
used, depending on whether the wall temperature subsequent to the last iteration was
higher or lower than the HP vapor temperature. The model for a typical rail section
is shown in Fig. 5-10: 12 such sections were used to model the entire rail.
Table 5-2 summarizes the results for the test conditions and lists predicted heat
loads and flange temperatures corresponding to a 140°F maximum temperature at the
high watt density location. These predictions reflect the following nominal system
parameters:




flow passage 206 (Based on passage ID)
System test results are summarized in Fig. 5-11 through 5-16. Figure 5-11 shows
the variation in the simulated equipment flange root temperatures with power dissipa-
tion and inlet temperature for the 80 Ib/hr water flow rate. As expected, behavior
is linear. From Fig. 5-11 (a), at a 70°F inlet temperature, it can be seen that a
flange root temperature of 140°F can be maintained with power dissipations as high
as 45 watts/in, (over 2 in.) on the high-power flange and 6 watts/in, on the low-power
flanges. With no input to the low-power flanges and a 70°F inlet, a high-power den-
sity of 50 watts/in, (over 2 in.) and a 136°F flange root temperature was achieved.
The higher inlet temperatures (e. g., 80°F and 90°F) result in proportionately lower
permissible high-power inputs, while maintaining the 140°F maximum equipment
flange temperature constraint. There is also a proportionate increase in the HP vapor
temperature with the higher inlet temperatures. Referring to Fig. 5-11 (c), the
inlet temperature has by far the strongest influence on the vapor temperature. The
increase in vapor temperature due to increase in the high-power and low-power inputs
is small; less than 3°F at most. • At the low-power flanges, Fig. 5-11 (b), the flange
temperature is only slightly affected by increases at the high-power location.
5-19
NODE DESCRIPTION/LOCATION
A BETWEEN HP AND FLUID PASSAGE
B BETWEEN HP AND FLUID PASSAGE
C AT COLD RAIL MOUNTING FLANGE ROOT
D AT COLD RAIL MOUNTING FLANGE ROOT
E HP VAPOR TEMP
F FLUID "INLET" TEMP
G FLUID "INLET" TEMP
H MODULE BOX FLANGE ROOT TEMP
I MODULE BOX FLANGE ROOT TEMP
J FLUID PASSAGE OUTLET TEMP
K FLUID PASSAGE OUTLET TEMP
L FLUID "MEAN" TEMP
M FLUID "MEAN"TEMP
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Cold rail performance as a function of flow rate is given in Fig. 5-12 for the baseline
70°F inlet temperature. Halving the flow rate, from 80 to 40 Ib/hr, decreases the
permissible high power input by less than 15%, at worst. The decrease is most pro-
nounced as the load to the low-power flanges is increased. Predicted performance
points are also indicated on the figure and show lower high-power inputs (for a 140°F
max flange temperature) than were actually demonstrated during the tests. They also
predict higher vapor temperatures which supports the hypothesis that the direct heat
transfer coupling between the heat source and the fluid passage is greater than what
was calculated. As a matter of fact, for a 40-watt/in. input, increasing the contact
conductance between the rail and equipment plate flanges and the fluid passage heat
transfer film coefficient by 50%, results in a predicted decrease of 16°F at the high
power flange root (from 140°F to 124°F), which is close to the actual performance.
Figure 5-13 presents the test results with the HP rendered non-operational. The cold
rail was held vertically and heat inputted at the top end. For the 80 Ib/hr flow rate
and zero heat input to the low-power flanges, 100 watts were inputted to the high-power
flange before a root temperature of 140°F was achieved. This compares with a root
temperature of 136°F measured with the cold rail level and HP operating. The small
4°F difference is attributed to the much stronger than anticipated direct thermal
coupling between heat source and fluid. This coupling had the effect of short circuiting
most of the heat before it could enter the HP. When the rail was operated with a
spray bath at the lower end instead of water flowing through the passages, it quickly
burned out as demonstrated by runaway heater flange temperatures. After it was
leveled, it behaved as a normal HP and transferred the applied heat load.
The effect of reversing the location of the high power density load from inlet side to
outlet side is shown in Fig. 5-14 and 5-15. Although the analysis predicts no differ-
ence in temperatures, the test results show slightly lower temperatures with the high-
power load on the outlet side (See Fig. 5-14). This is contrary to what one might
expect and can only be explained by a variation in contact conductance between these
locations. The conductance between the high-power flange and the rail is greater at
5-28
the outlet side, possibly due to variations in surface condition and bolt torque. The
difference between corresponding temperatures at the HP locations ( o,») is much
smaller than the difference at the heater plate locations (A, A). It is about 3°F for
the former and about 12°F for the latter.
The effect of changing the number of active flow passages from two to one is seen in
Fig. 5-16. The bottom flow passage was capped shut on both the inlet and outlet
sides. Performance at the high-power flange (at 140°F) has been degraded by about
8 watts/in., from 50 to 42, by using only one passage. This is close to the 9.5
watt/in, reduction that was predicted. The HP vapor temperatures were much
higher (see Fig. 5-16 (c)) because more of the heat was being diverted into the HP;
what would have gone into the lower flow passage went into the HP.





The significant conclusions that can be drawn from this program are as follows:
• HP thermal control systems are feasible for selective applications on the space
shuttle as a supplement to baseline systems.
• The HP radiating panel is applicable to any isolated compartment that contains a
convenient fluid waste heat source. It can be used to supplement the baseline
systems for on-orbit temperature control with minimum impact on the existing
fluid subsystems. The convenience of the strap-on concept also makes its use
• feasible at most any time in the design cycle.
• The simple strap-on coupling can extract reasonable amounts of energy («6 watts/
ft of radiating surface) from existing fluid lines without internal or extensive
external line modifications.
• The modular heat sink concept is valid for use with remote power dissipating sources.
A HP coupling to a structural or PCM sink can now be considered as a solution to
thermal control problems that arise well after subsystem design freezes.
• HPs can operate in a reflux mode when subjected to a 3-g inertial force.
• HPs can be used to augment fluid cold rails but their beneficial affect on performance
is strongly dependent on cold rail design and may be small. The ralative worth of
their use would depend on the requirements of the specific application.
e The effect of 100-shuttle-mission vibration loadings on the performance of. the artery
HPs is not severe and in two out of three cases was minimal. A design safety





The feasibility of using selected HP thermal control systems for the space shuttle has
been established by this program. But there are additional steps that must be taken before
any of them can be implemented as flight hardware.
Specific flight-weight prototype versions must be built and tested that precisely reflect
up-to-date system needs, particularly interface requirements and geometric constraints.
This is especially true for the application of HP radiating panels for compartment tempera-
ture control. They must be designed to conform to the actual compartment geometry and
fluid line installations.
Considering the fine performance of the HP panel, using them in conjunction with the inte-
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A representative HP from each of the three HP systems was subjected to shuttle mission-
level vibration loads to demonstrate the survivability of the wicking structure and HP
envelope. The selections consisted of the diode HP from the modular heat sink system,
feeder pipe 01 from the radiating panel, and one of the augmented cold rails.
Vibration levels were formulated for three internal regions of the shuttle (619 configuration)
where the respective HPs would be located: cabin (augmented cold rail), payload (feeder
pipe), and aft fuselage (diode). These are internal regions, that is, the HPs are not
fastened directly to structure subject to direct impingement of external acoustic excitation
but are fastened to structure excited by internal acoustic energy which is transmitted
through the outer hulls or walls. The external acoustic levels were derived for rocket
engine faring during launch and boost and the corresponding internal levels were calcu-
lated from the shuttle orbiter transmission characteristics and Internal absorption
characteristics in each of the three regions. Only gross structural features were accounted
for and the effects of mass loading or the presence of particular pieces of equipment werej
not included. Excitations occurring during other mission phases such as transonic and
supersonic flight, entry and horizontal flight were ignored since they were well below
those occurring during launch and boost.
The resulting random vibration power spectral density curves are plotted in Fig. A-l.
The diode HP and the radiator panel feeder HP were tested at the levels indicated by the
maximum composite profile; the cold rail was tested at the indicated cabin levels. Due
to the symmetry in the circular cross section of the HPs, they were only vibrated along
two mutually perpendicular axes; the longitudinal axis and one radial axis. The total
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Figures B-l and B-2 give the calculated values of effective conductance and weight, per
inch of canister length, as a function of the fins per inch. They were used to determine
the finning needed to achieve the required conductance and the overall canister length
to accommodate the required PCM weight.
Canister Requirements:
• PCM Weight -
w- QT - 80(3-412) _ - 1 Q 1 . use _ 3. SibW
~ Hf " ~~85^ 3'191fa *"
W = 3.5 Ib
* Volume-
V =— = ~ = .0653ft3 = 113 in.3
^liq 53*6
* Length -




L = 20.6 in.
• Conductance -
Q Q = 40 watts
"





req'd ~ Jy hr°F
On a per unit length basis,
K 39 _ BTU
— j. •L 20.6 ' hr in. °F
req'd
As seen from Fig. B-l, at f = 10 fins/in, and t = .016 in., the available effective con-
ductance is 9 BTU/hr in. °F or over four times what's needed. The overall conductance
of the canister is 185 BTU/hr °F.
B-2
• HP WALL TO PCM
• CIRCULAR (CIRCUMFERENTIAL) FINS























Fig. B-1 Effective Conductance
B-3
• CIRCULAR (CIRCUMFERENTIAL) FINS
• t = FIN THICKNESS, IN.







Fig. B-2 PCM Weight
B-4
Appendix C l
DIODE HP THERMAL BENCH TEST DATA
Data
Sheet Test/Mode Tilt, in. Sink Temp., "F Page
C.I Previbration/Normal & Reverse 0, .325 -10,57 C-2
C.2 Previbration/Normal & Reverse .65, .975 57 C-3
C.3 Previbration/Normal 0, .325 95-120 C-4
C.4 Previbration/Normal .65 85 C-5
.65 (Favorable) 58
C.5 Postvibration/Normal & Reverse 0 -10,60 C-6
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TRANSPORT HP THERMAL BENCH TEST DATA
Test
Normal Mode (1st Series)
Normal Mode (1st Series)
Normal Mode (1st Series)
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MODULAR HEAT SINK SYSTEM TEST DATA
Data Sheet Description Page
E.I Steady State (Tests 1-12) E-2
E.2 Steady State, Reflux Mode E-4
E.3 Transient, 80-watt load E-6
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RADIATING PANEL FEEDER HP NO. 1 BENCH TEST DATA
Data
Sheet Description Page
F.I Straight Configuration, Previbration F-2
F.2 L-Shaped Configuration, Previbration F-3
F.3 L-Shaped Configuration, Postvibration F-3
F-l


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































HP RADIATING PANEL ANALYSIS PROGRAM LISTING
Description Page
Computer Printout G-2




• CW WORD INTEGERS
•EXTENDED PRECISION
«10CSICA!/D»1132 PKIN'TF.R.KEYBOARD, TYPEWRITER)
22X READ (2.100) TIN'. CPM« HFLU. AWALL. n l N T I , AINT1. HINT2. AI.NT2
READ 12.1001 HEVAP, AEVAP. HCOND. ACOND. HPCLY. APOLY




106 FORMAT ( 1H1 .2-^X. ' STUDY OF HEAT PIPE RALIATING PANEL1.///)
T1N=TST03 . .
. WRITE (3.107ITIN, CP*. HFLU. AWALL. hINTl. A I M T 1
107 FORMAT (SX.'T/N s'.HX.'CP*' =',7X,'HFLU ='»6X,'AWALL ='«6X.'H;NT1 =
A'.6X»'AINT1 =',/,&X,6(3X,F10.3 ) 1
WRITE (3,108) HIMT2, AIi\'T2, «EVAO. AEVAP, HCOND, ACOND
108 FORMAT (&Xi'HIi-:T2 = ' »6X t ' Al'jT2 ='.6X.'HEVAP =',6X,'AEVAP =',6X»'HC
BOND ='»6X » • ACOND = ' ,/,6X ,6 ( 3X.F10.3 )') .. .
WRITE (3,1131 HPOLY, APOLY, APAML» EPS. EPSK, EPSB
113 FORMAT (ix.1HPOLY ='»6X,'APOLY = ' .6X . ' APAML =',6X,'EPS ='«6^.2X»
C'EPSK =',7X.'EPSR =' ./.6X.6!2X.F10.3) I . - . ..
WRITE- (3.114) TSI.'vK. TROOT, ETA






UAl=l./(l./(HINTl»AI\Tl)+l./(MiNT2*AlNT21+l./ ( HE VAP* AEVAP )









I !rPS*ETA» (T~OOT«*4-TSIM<-»*'. 1 -i;FPSK« ( Ti}OOT**4-( ErCK»
1TROOT««4+EPSB»TSI.N<*«4)/(EPSB+EPSK1))-C1*(TIN-(UA1*TROCT+C1»
2TINM/IUA1 + C1) I . ..; RAD00210
1=1+1 RAD00220
IF (ARSIF1-.0011 200.5.5
5 IF 11-100) 10.50.50 RAD00240
10 DFDT = 5.6VE-8<-APAML*-4.*IEPS*ETA-t-EPS<-(EfJSK**2) /I EPS3+EPS.K > )
1*TROOT*»3+C1*UA1/(C1+UA1)
TROOT = TS:;OT-F/DFDT ' - . _ RAD00270
GO TO 1 - ' ' RAD0028C
50 WRITE (3,101)
101 FORMAT (5X,'FAILED TO CONVERGE AFTER 100 ITERATIONS') ..
GO TO 250 "
OIN = 5 .67F-8«APANL* (EPS»ETA<(1POOT**4 -TS I .NK»*4 ) + EPSK* (TROOT**4 -TBA<
A4) )
TCOND=OI\/ (HPOLY*APOLY)^ TRCOT
= CM <N/ ( HCCAiD »AC.1,\'D ) +TCO"vD
= OI'>'/(HEVAP*AEVAP) + TVAP
THLO<=QI\/(HINT2«AI'NT2 1 + TEVAP
Th'ALL = « !.••/( HINT 1»AI\T1 )+TBLO<
'/••RITF (3 ,109) K. T IN,
109 FORMAT I1HO. 'FOR PANEL
110.3,' OIN= '.F10.3.'
WRITF. ( 3 , 110 ) . TCCVD,
TOUT. 01N. OLEAK
SFG'-iFMT \'0. ' . 12. ' •
CLEAK= ' .Fio.3)
Tv.^P. T E V A P , TfiLOK.
M= ' .F10.3.' TOUT =
110
.












TBKF = l46C*T3ACK.-459.67 .
WRITE (3.115) TCO.VF.TVAF, TEVPF. TRLKF. T'.-.'ALF
G-2
115 FORMAT I 1X,5X,5(F10.3,3X ) )
. WHITE (3.1121TRCOT. TBACKi TRTF > TBKF .
112 FORVAT (9X, 'SEGMENT RCOT TE«P = '.F10.3.' DEG K, AND BACK TEMP = '
l.F10.3t' DEG r',/,27X,'= ',F10.3i' OEG F',16Xt'= '.F10.3,' OEG T1,
IF (K-6) 55,53,53
53 WRITE (3,111) OSU«, OSU^L
111 FORMAT(1HO,'TOTAL HEAT INTO SYSTEM = '.F10
IK THRU BACK = '.F10.3,1 WATTS.')
GO TO 250
. 35 .K = K + 1 .__._. :
T1N=TOUT
GO TO 1
250 WRITE (1.102) .
102 FORMAT (2X,1READY FOR NEW INPUT DATA 1)
251 READ (6.1031NPAR
103 FORMAT (13) ]
IF (NPAR-24) 40,40,41
41 WRITF (1,104)
.104 FORMAT (2X, 1INVALID PARAMETER NUMBER. TRY
GO TO 251
40 GO TO (201,202,203,204,?05,205,207,20P,209
... 1215,216,217,218,219,220,221,222«?23,224),
201 READ (6,105) TSTOR
105 FORMAT (F10.5)
... . GO.T.O 251 _ .
202 READ (6,105) CPM
GO TO 251
203 READ (6,105) HFLU _•
GO TO 251
204 READ (6,105) AWALL
GO TO 251 _.
205 READ (6,105) HINT1
GO TO 251
..206 READ (6,105) AINT1.
GO TO 251
207 READ ( 6,105) HINT2
GO TO 251
208 READ (6,105) AINT2
GO TO 251




211 READ (6,105) HCOND
GO TO 251
212 READ (6,105) ACCND
GO TO 251




215 READ (6,105) APANL
GO TO 251 . •
.216 READ (6,105) FPS
GO TO 251





.3,1 WATTS A,\D TOTAL . LEARAD001 1C
RAD0012C
• RAD0013C
_________ .............. ____________ RAD00140
RAOOG150
^ RAD00160
______ ________________ ' ..... ______ RAD0017C
• • RA0001SO
RAD00190
_____ ____________ ...... _____________ RAD00200















AGAIN.') .._ ...... _...: _________ RADOC230
' ' RAD00240


































































































at 024 takes care of panel area.
G-4
Appendix H
HP RADIATING PANEL SYSTEM TEST DATA
Data
Sheet Description Page
H. 1 Runs 1-13 H-2
H.2 Runs 14-27 H-4


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































HP AUGMENTED COLD RAIL BENCH TEST DATA
Data Sheet Description Page
1.1 Previbration, Life Test Cold Rail 1-2
1.2 Postvibration, Life Test Cold Rail 1-3
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































HP AUGMENTED COLD RAIL SYSTEM TEST DATA
Data Sheet Description Page
J. 1 Tests 1-13 J-2
J.2 Tests 14-26 J-4
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